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Introducing our most popular sofa, the Tailor Made Sofa 230. 
Originally designed for a private client in Brentwood, CA, this 
updated version has been thoughtfully scaled for Chanintr and Co 
with the modern Asian home or office in mind. With its exceptional 
craftsmanship and attention to detail, this sofa is sure to become the 
centerpiece of your living space. 

Measuring 230cm wide, the Tailor Made Sofa 230 offers generous 
seating space. The feather and down-filled double seat cushion 
provides luxurious comfort, while the eight-way hand-tied suspension 
frame ensures unparalleled support and durability in the American 
style of construction. 

The sofa's down-filled matching back cushions with French seams 
contribute to its clean and tailored appearance, adding an element of 
sophistication to its design. The Brushed Dark Mocha Oak legs 
complete the look, giving the piece a fresh and modern aesthetic 
that fits seamlessly into contemporary interiors. 

Designed by Barbara Barry 

The Tailor Made Sofa frame is made of kiln-dried certified 
sustainably-sourced European wood with an 8-way hand-tied spring 
construction. The seat and back cushions are made of a pocket-coil 
construction featuring feather, down, and environmentally sound 
latex foam. The legs are made of certified solid American White Oak 
in a Brushed Dark Mocha finish. Two 50x50cm square pillows in the 
same fabric are included. 

FABRIC 
Woven of 36% Acrylic | 15% Polyester | 37% Cotton | 12% Linen 
piece-dyed yarns, our Mélange Linen offers a refined aesthetic, rich 
in texture, and exceptional durability. Soft and inviting, it is crafted 
from high-performance yarns that resist wear, stains and fading, 
making it an ideal choice for high-traffic areas. Passes 57,000 
double rubs. Mélange Linen is a certified STANDARD 100 by OEKO-
TEX® fabric. 

FABRIC CARE INSTRUCTIONS 
Dab spills quickly with a soft cloth. Vacuum to remove dust and 
dirt. Dye lots may vary slightly. Professional cleaning 
recommended. 

PRODUCT CARE 
Vacuum with an upholstery attachment to remove dust. To 
minimize fading, avoid placing in direct sunlight. 

DIMENSIONS x WEIGHTS 
Product Dimensions: W230cm D96cm H84cm  
Arm Height: 54cm  
Arm Width: 7cm  
Seat Height: 45cm  
Seat Depth: 68cm  
Between Arms: 216cm  
Due to the handmade nature of this product, the dimensions may 
vary within a tolerance of up to +/- 1.5cm. 
Product Weight: 84kg 
Carton Weight: 103kg 
Recycled Cardboard Carton Dimension: W238cm D104cm H92cm 

1 TREE FOR 1 PURCHASE 
We are committed to being green. We are joining with CHANINTR 
to offset our carbon footprint through their 1 Tree for 1 Purchase 
initiative. CHANINTR is working with Plant for the Planet, an 
international non-profit organization. Through Plant for the Planet, 
CHANINTR has achieved its goal of planting one tree for every item 
they sell.
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